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TWO-PARAMETER SORTING OF DIPOLES IN LARGE SYNCHROTRONS* 
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Abstract: A relatively simple procedure for find- 
ing the optimum arrangement of a given set of dipoles 
in a la?-qe svncclratror has been stlldied l&hen normal and 
skew sextupoie components in dipoles are the dorminant 
factors in its apel-ture reduction. Tire analytical fig- 
ure-of-merit (F.M.) used previously in the presence of 
normal sextupole field has been extended to include the 
contribution frol.1 sketi sextupole field as well. This 
F.M. has hren uSed to weed out several differert sort- 
ing schemes wh-:h are not very promisirig. For d model 
lattice con~poscjd of 576 dipoles in six superperiods,the 
dynamic a.)crture for 2000 turns and the linear aperture 
corre';pondi:lg 1.:) a 5'~ "smear-" parameter have been found 
from numerical trackings for several unsorted arrange- 
i11etits and for ii "sne-parameter" and J "tuo-paraiiii?ter" 
sorted arraqgrl-icnt. In general, results indicate a sig- 
riif'icant im:>roverllent in aperture, both dynalllic and lin- 
ear, when two parameters (normal and skc'~' sertupolc corn- 

ponenti ) ilrp &lkrr into account. 

Introduction 

It '; obv-ous that problems ari sing fro.11 systematic 
multi~~o1~~; in c,uperconducting dipoles such as the normal 
srxtupolc componeci: at intcction must he solved by mean: 
of special packages of correction ragnets. The scheme 
proposed by D. Neu'fer' is undoubtedly the most power- 
ful one fsr this pur[~o\t'. On the ot,ler liarid, for re- 
ducing the advr>rse effects of multipole field components 
in dipole; l;iherl these show nontrivial atllount of fluctu- 
ations fr:Jll I?agnct to magnet, sorting (or shuffling) of 
dipolcz irl SPlt'ctitiq their locations in a qiven lattice 
i,; stIrply the fla:ic<t way availa in I:larij cases; for 
onca thi ng, it -is practically cost-free. In real appli- 
catio:li, ho;.;cver, many factor-s (‘l~l'iil intu play in choos- 
ing thca o~~'i~~ir,i lirr2nqt>t!lPn&: toti' nul:it:er of magnets in 
ttir riri3, nul.it!ijr iri each cell, natural partition of the 
ri w.j stlc il iis cl~yoloop' and powor supl:ly stations, !-1agnPt 
inital'atior sc.hc!dulcs, magnet storage capacity. type 
and sio~e of the planned correction systems. and magnet 
acceptance crileria. 

The first reported sorting was performed for the 
Tevatron at Fermilah wit+ a rather limited but well- 
defined goal.7 The interltion of the sorting was si!nply 
to reduce a ;e\~ (six, to be precise) harlllonic components 
of scxtupcles ,Ind octopoles that can drive resonances. 
Subsequently, Gluckstern and Ohnuna proposed a scheme 
that can reduce a large nulrbor of harmonic cotnponents 
around the ,IK)~": troublesome otes wher the normal (or 
skew, but not simultaneously) sextupole field isrespcn- 
i i h 1 ci f c r ti:e <aperture reduction." 
fornance with til is scheme 

Improvements i n pcr- 
or its re'ined versions have 

been investiqatpd numericallyl-' but the comparisonwith 
urlsortcd arringements has bern limited to the smear or 
some zther equivalent quantities representing the devi- 
at'on Crone linear bean1 behavior. Although a corres;)ond- 
ing improvement: in the dynamic aperture can be exoccted, 
<t has not beril demo.istrated explicitly. Another weak- 
ness of the sorting schemes used in these studies is 
that cnly onr? multipoln field is taken into account in 
the optimizing procedure ("one-parameter" sorting). 
A candidate fop two-paraxeter shuffling has been sug- 
gested by J. Schonfeld at Fermilab but it has not been 
tested for any realistic lattice. The only reported 

numerical study of a t\qo-parameter sorting and its im- 
pact on the aperture of the proposed SSC lattice has 
been done by I Schachingrr.q Two parameters sile ccn- 
sidered for the sorting are the skew quadruoole and 
normal sextupole field errors expected to exist in the 
SSC dipoles. Th? present study is tnotivated by herwork 
and is similar to it but the skew sextupole fielderrors 
(rather than the skew luadrupole) are taken into account 
together with the nor-r-la1 sextupole component. The under- 
lying assumption here is that, with a suitable set of 
correction packages, the adverse effect of skew quadru- 
pole errors can be reduced to such an extent that their 
contribution to the aperture reduction is much less than 
that from the sextupole field errors. Furthemore, in 
order to demonstrate the Pffectiveness of sorting in as 
simple a manner as practicable, it is asslumed in this 
stu&y that all ntiiei multipole components arc absmt in 
dirlolcs. This is a departure from Schachinqer's work 
in' which all multipole~ up to the 2%pole c&ponPnts art' 
included. 

SortiaProcedures and Test Lattice 

The analytical figure-of-mi>rit (r.lV.) has been re- 
lied upon extensively in weeding out various sorting 
schetnes which am not very promising. For a few cases, 
numerical tracking has been performed to insure that 
T.M. is a rrl:able s&-quantitative guidance for thr 
resulting aperture. The procedure found to be most ef- 
fi>ctivr: for one-paralnetcr sorting is essentially the 011~1 

proposed by Gluckstern and Ohnuma (G/O schellic).3 It 
assumes that tip 5:,rtirig ic t.o t)(A donil taithin cells cov- 
ering the :)hd<P advirncc P,;r: six cells and four ccl Is, 
respectively, for 6O['/cc~ll and 9O"/ccll designs. Refine- 
tncnts siir,+lar 'cc thrb or.e studied hy P,. Li and Gluckst~rn" 
have! bcc?fl tried but ro sub:tantial impr)vcllPnt has beer1 
obtained. The startino configuration of the optimum 
two-pararrcter sorr:itli: is G/O with ttlr normal scxtupolc 
component as the p~rarnc~lr~~~. Magnets arc then grouped 
into vairs. two adjacent maqnets l?akinq a pair, and the 
average sk& scxtuiole component of two magnets is as- -7-- 
sianed -to the corresoondinq pair. Pairs instead of in- 
dividual nagnets are'now coniidered as eleliients forsort- 
ing w?th the average skew sextupole componcrt as the 
sorting parameter. The sorting procedure is again G/O. 
Finally, inside every pair, two dipoles are switched if 
necessary so that the one with hiqher (larqer positive) 
normal cbr:iponent is always on tne-left, <or example. 
This is to avoid havinq two dipoles with hich or low 
components next to eacii other w',cn pairs ar; rearranged. 
A schenle in which the sorting order is reversed, that 
is, the skew first and then the normal componenl, has 
been tried also but the result:'ng performance is in- 
fer'or. This is undoubtedly due to an assumption in 
this study that the fluctuation jr1 the normal component 
is twice as large compared with the fluctuation in the 
skew cor?porert. 

Lattice: Ihr test latt-ic;: used <or tile tracking <s 
colrnposed of six superperiods, each superperiod contain- 
ina twelve identical TODO (~~11s with the phase advance 
90ij in both transverse directions. Four dipoles are 
olaced svmmetricallv in eaci ?alf-cell which is 30mlong. 
ihe totai nuliiber of-dipoles is then 576. In addition, 
each superperiod has one matched insertior such that 
the tunes are 19.42 [horizontal) and 19.41 (vertical). 

*Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under 
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Trackia: Sorting is performed for a group of 32 __- 
dipoles at a time and there are eighteen completely un- 
correlated sortings to complete the dipole allocation 
in the entire ring. It is understood in G/O scheme that, 
if there are cells covering less than 2.n phase advance 
at the downstream end of each superperiod, "good"dipoles 
will be installed in them so that the contribution from 
these extra dipoles will be insignificant. For track- 
ing calculations, quadrupoles and dipoles are treated 
as a thin lens and the sextupole kicks 

ax' = -St(x2 - y2) + 2saxy (1) 

and 

ny ' = 2SbXY + Sa(x2 - y*) (2) 

are added at the center of each dipole. If the field 
in a dipole is expressed as 

By(y=D) = Bob2x2 and Bx(y=O) = Boa2x2, 

the sextupole kick strerigth parameters are 

Sb = b2 x (dipole bend angle) 

and 
Sa = a2x (dipole bend angle). 

A uniform distribution between -So and +Co is assumed 

for S b; for Say the fluctuation is taken to be one-half 

of this. The normalizing sextupole strenth So is left 

unspecified since the aperture is also scaled with So. 

Although it is not possible to present results apnlica- 
ble to an arbitrary lattice with only one scaling fac- 
tor e, to normalize the lattice parameters ~~ and my, 

a dimensionless amplitude of oscillation in tie hori- 
zontal direction is defined to br 

Ax = (~~03'zSo){x2/'x t (;$ x t &x.x')*+ (3) 
X 

and similarly for A ; 
Y 

the scaling factor [i, is taken 

to be 1OOm which is close to I$,~, = 102111 of the test 

lattice. To find the dynamic aperture, the starting 
amplitude Ax = Ay = A0 is gradually increased until th+.: 

test particle is lost before 2000 turns. The definition 
of "smear" used in this study is ,.. 

-- 

"sI:lear" : J CR2 : - s: 9 2--/c P, > ( ;I: : 

where 
R _ ( A 2 + A 2 4 

X Y) 

and < > indicates the average over 500 turns. For the 
evaluation of smear, it is in general not necessary to 
extend the tracking beyond this since its value changes 
little after a few hundred turns. 

Results -. 

Five seed numbers are used to generate five sets 
of random numbers, each set designating sextupole field 
components in 576 dipoles. For each set of dipoles, 
five randcm arrangements (R) and two sorted arrangements 
S, (one-parameter, b2 only) and S2 (two-parameter, b2 

and a,) are used to calculate the smear as a function 

of the initial amplitude A0 (=Ax and Ay) and the dynamic 

aperture for 2000 turns. Results are summarized in 
Tables 1 and 2; for Set No. 1, the dependence of smear 
on the initial amplitude A0 is shown in Fig. 1. Curves 

for seven different arrangements are terminated at their 

dynamic apertures. Neither closed orbit deviations nor 
momentum dispersions are included in the tracking. For 
Set Nos. l-5, tunes are fixed at 19.42 (horizontal)and 
19.41 (vertical). 

Table 1. Dilnensionless Dynamic Aperture ____ ..-- 

See [q.(3) for the dcfiniti3n. 

"R" = five random arra~lgements, 

S1 = one-parameter (b2 anly) sorting, 

S2 = two-parameter (b2 & a2) sorting. 

'I R I' Sl 3 

Set No. 1 . 049 '1, . 075 .ll .23 
2 .054Q .lO .ll .15 
3 . 054 *b . 1 0 .ll .23 
4 .055,b.O92 .14 .18 
5 .054%.088 .16 . 24 

Table 2. Linear Aperture ("smear" = 5') 

See Eq.(4) for the definition of "smear" 

"k" 
s1 

s 
2 

kt rb 1 ,076 ' ,043 ,056 1 Cl 
2 ,028 '1, ,062 .061 078 
3 .027? .055 . 060 :13 
4 .026? .052 .069 IO95 
5 ,033~ .061 ,083 .12 

iii th the one-parameter sortin(J S, , tkf> improvet,lerit 

in either the dynamic or linear aT:erturr ii not imprcs- 
sive. The most one can say is that it will avoid gar- 
titularly unlucky combinat:ons. iitien two parameters dre 
included in the sorting, the apertures are increased by 
a factor two or more in all but one set, Set No.2. To 
improve the performance for this set, one may have to 
try some modified procedures rather than the relatively 
simple scheme outlined in this report. So far, however, 
this point has not been pursued. 

It is interesting to see the change in Irrformance 
when the tunes are very close to one of the third-integer 
resonances. Set IO. 3 has been studied for this purpose 
with 1) “ix% :by = 19.45&19.264, '$:x + 2\ly = 5B -0.022 

(resonance driven by b,), and 2) ox, vy = 19.404&19.208, 

2 d + 'J 
X Y 

= 58 *.OlG (resonance driven by a2). Results 

are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. kertures near Resonance (Set No. 3) -_-- ___ -.-..- 

bx' gy) = (19.45, 19.264), "x t 2vy = 58 - 0.022 

"R" 
+ % 

dynamic ( .03 .lO ,125 

linear c .Ol .053 .055 

(\J X’ 
"$ = (19.404, 19.20'0, 2vx + ‘.ly = 58 + .016 

"I? s 
1 S2 

dynamic < .02 .015 .15 

linear _: .013 ,007 .05 

The dynamic aperture is reduced significantly for all 
five random arrangenents and for S2 but no so much for 

S, when the resonance is driven by normal sextuoole com- 

ponent. Th?s is understandable since two-parameter 
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sortirlgs cannot be as effective as one-parameter sort- 
ings. In the process of reducing the adverse effect of 
skew component, which is irrelevant as far as the reso- 
nance ~1 

X + Ly is concerned, one cannot avoid a dis- 

turbance to the "best" arrangement which was found by 
ignoring the skew component. Near 2vx f G , which is 

Y 
driven by the skew sextupole component, S, should be no 

different frorr random arrangements. This also is seen 
in Table 3. 
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